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Carbon-based materials present an enormous variety of forms and properties. Among these
structures we can mention graphite, diamond, carbon fibers, fullerenes, carbon onions, and
carbon nanotubes (CNTs) [1]. Recent developments in synthesis using graphite
intercalation/exfoliation structures have provide a simple, low-temperature, and efficient
chemical route to a new carbon-based structure. This structure, named carbon nanoscroll
(CNS) [2], is formed by curling up an isolated exfoliated graphite sheet (grapheme). The route
to obtain these structures consists on the graphite intercalation with potassium metal followed
by exfoliation with ethanol forming a dispersion of carbon sheets which, after energy assisted
process (sonication), leads to CNSs. As CNSs do not have end caps they present a larger
accessible surface area in comparison to equivalent CNTs. Such aspect can be useful for
technological applications such as hydrogen storage and energy harvesting in supercapacitors.
In this work we report atomistic molecular dynamics results of the structural and dynamical
properties of different families of CNSs. We have used classical molecular dynamics
methodologies with standard molecular force fields [3,4]. We have analyzed both neutral and
charge CNSs in order to investigate the effects of charge injection on scroll conformations.
Electroactuation has been observed for CNTs and CNSs can exhibit a new type of actuation
(scroll unwinding).
Our results show that CNS formation is dominated by two major energetic contributions: the
elastic energy increase caused by bending the graphite sheet (decreasing structural stability)
versus the free energy decrease generated by the van der Waals interactions of overlapping
regions. CNS structures can be more stable (in terms of energy per carbon atom) than its
related graphite sheet. CNS formation is a self-sustained curling process after a critical
overlap area is reached [5]. Consistent with experimental observations our results show that
CNSs having inner diameters smaller than 20 Å are instable with respect to an increase in
their diameters and conical scrolls can be trapped as meta-stable states. For larger structures
both tubular and conical shape scrolls can be formed. Fig. 1 shows a simulated CNS obtained
from a rectangular ghaphite sheet of 21.5 x 23.0 nm and containing about 20,000 carbon
atoms. The obtained structural features are in very good agreement with the available
experimental data [2]. We also observed that charge injection causes unwinding of the CNSs
(Fig. 2), which might be an important feature to use CNSs as nano-mechanical actuators.
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Figure 1. Three dimensional view of a Carbon Nanoscroll obtained from molecular dynamics
simulations.

Figure 2. Nano scroll structure as a function of charge-per-carbon injection (expressed as
percentages). The scroll unwinding as a function of increasing charge injection is clearly seen.
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